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Cautionary Statements Regarding Forward- Looking Statements
	 This	document	contains	forward-looking	statements	involving	future	events,	future	business	and	other	conditions,	our	future	performance	and	our	expected	future	operations	and	actions.
	 In	some	cases	you	can	identify	forward-looking	statements	by	the	use	of	words	such	as	“believe,”	“expect,”	“anticipate,”	“intend,”	“plan,”	“estimate,”	“predict,”	“hope,”	“should,”	“could,”	“may,”	“future,”	
“continue,”	 “potential”	or	 the	negatives	of	 these	 terms	or	other	similar	expressions.	These	statements	are	based	on	management’s	beliefs	and	expectations	and	on	 information	currently	available	 to	

management.		
	 Forward-looking	statements	are	only	our	predictions	and	involve	numerous	assumptions,	risks	and	uncertainties.		Important	factors	that	could	significantly	affect	future	financial	condition	and	results	
include,	among	others,	operating	margins	in	the	ethanol	industry,	the	rapid	pace	of	expansion	in	the	industry,	the	cost	of	corn	and	the	price	of	ethanol,	changes	in	ethanol	supply	and	demand,	changes	
in	current	legislation	or	regulations	that	affect	ethanol	supply	and	demand,	disruptions	to	infrastructure	or	in	the	supply	of	raw	materials,	the	results	of	our	risk	management	and	hedging	transactions,	and	

ethanol	industry	valuations	generally.				
	 Our	actual	results	or	actions	may	differ	materially	from	those	set	forth	in	the	forward-looking	statements	for	many	reasons,	including	events	that	are	beyond	our	control	or	assumptions	not	proving	to	
be	accurate	or	reasonable.	We	caution	you	not	to	put	undue	reliance	on	any	forward-looking	statements,	which	speak	only	as	of	the	date	of	this	document.	We	cannot	guarantee	our	future	results,	levels	of	

activity,	performance	or	achievements.

As we look back on the 2012 growing season, we all have a different perspective on the 2012 crop depending on your geographical 
location and, in particular, whether you were fortunate enough to receive a few timely rains to help the crop along.  
 For the most part, the crop in the upper Midwest was quite a surprise with respect to yields.  However, as one travels south, the 
line between a decent crop and an almost complete failure was very apparent. Within our immediate plant draw areas, the crop was 
surprisingly better than most anticipated.  This is great news for us but others know this as well and we can be assured that ethanol 

plants, poultry producers, swine producers and any others will continue to come north to buy corn and move it into areas where the crop was nonexistent. 
This will drive our cost of doing business up throughout 2013.  
 Because of the drought, our railroad is also projecting their revenues to be down significantly as there will be less corn to move out of the Corn Belt.  They 
have offered shipping from the Dakotas and Minnesota into large corn users in Illinois, Iowa, and many other points at rates that are extremely reasonable 
and much lower than previously.  This will bring many competitors into our area and, going forward, it will be extremely challenging to maintain an adequate 
supply of corn to keep both GLE plants operating at a positive cash flow margins.
 Our commodities team has developed some unique marketing tools that are available to producers for marketing the 2012 crop.  As patrons of this 
cooperative, I strongly request all producers to make contact with GLE’s commodities team prior to marketing your corn.  We have numerous contacts within 
the trucking industry to help find reasonable freight rates to move your corn our way.  In addition, we have “doubled” the number of bushels that are eligible 
for GLE’s freight reimbursement that is tied to each patron’s bushel commitment.  Please make that call to our commodities team now to find out which 
marketing options will work for your operation.
 If there ever were a more critical time to patronize your cooperative, this is it.  We need to be able to buy as much corn as possible off the farm before it 
moves its way south.  I would like to thank you for your past relationships with GLCP and look forward to visiting with you at our Annual Meeting in January 2013.

Patronize Your Cooperative
Mark J. Schmidt, Chairman of the Board

Celebrating GLE’s Anniversary in Style
 More than 425 people attended GLE’s Watertown facility on August 28 to help the 
company celebrate a very special anniversary. It was 10 years to the day—August 28, 
2002—that GLE made its first ethanol product. 
 The event included a light meal served by the Coteau Hills Cattlemen Association  
followed by a program featuring Ron Lamberty, Senior Vice President with the American 
Coalition of Ethanol, David Vandergriend, Owner and CEO of ICM, Inc. and Watertown 
Mayor Gary Williams. Lamberty spoke about the importance of the ethanol industry in 
America’s quest to become independent from foreign oil and the strides the industry has 
made over the past decade. Mayor Williams stressed GLE’s positive economic impact to 
the local economy and the value the community places on GLE’s presence in Watertown.  
Dave Vander Griend reflected on the construction of the Watertown plant which was 
the first ICM/Fagen Inc ethanol plant the two companies had designed and built.  He 
also talked about the value of ethanol as a renewable fuel.  Other speakers included GLE 
Board of Director President Mark Schmidt (pictured left bottom) and CEO, Jim Seurer 
(pictured top right).
 GLE staff showcased the plant to hundreds of people participating in tours throughout 
the day. Participants were also able to go through the mobile educational ethanol trailer 
sponsored by a consortium of Iowa ethanol plants, learning more about the ethanol 
industry through its interactive displays. “The trailer was a big hit with our members,” 
says Marcy Kohl, Manager of Corporate Administration. 
 “We appreciate everyone who came to help us celebrate,” says Kohl. She added 
that anyone who was unable to attend the event but would like to schedule a tour is 
encouraged to call her at 605-882-8480.

NASCAR Crosses 3 Million Miles on American Ethanol
 In mid October at the annual National Association of Convenience Stores Show in Las 
Vegas, American Ethanol was proud to announce that NASCAR has run more than three 
million miles on Sunoco Green E15.
 Since 2011, the durability and high performance capabilities of E15 have been continuously 
proven while racing the rigorous conditions in the NASCAR Sprint Cup Series™, NASCAR 
Nationwide Series™, and NASCAR Camping World Truck Series™. The three million mark 
was officially reached last month at the New Hampshire Motor Speedway.
 American Ethanol spokesman Austin Dillon made an appearance at the tradeshow to 
celebrate the milestone, saying, “Since the 2011 racing season, NASCAR drivers have seen 
a considerable increase in horsepower thanks to Sunoco Green E15. Reaching three million 
miles on this proven renewable fuel is yet another testament to the quality and value of 
ethanol – for my fellow American drivers both on and off the track.”
 American-made ethanol will be fueling NASCAR down the final stretch of the exciting 2012 
season. Be sure to tune in to the Chase for the Sprint Cup and catch Dillon in action as he vies 
for an award-winning end to the Nationwide Series. 

GLE Plants Set Annual Production Records
 GLE’s Watertown and Mina plants both established significant records in Fiscal 
2012. The Watertown plant set an all-time yield record of 2.75 gallons of 200-proof 
(domestic) ethanol per bushel of corn during the year, compared to a 2.741 gallons-
per-bushel yield in fiscal 2011. “That’s a notable difference,” says Director of 
Operations Frank Moore. “At $7 per bushel corn, that yield difference results in 
almost $900,000 annually in improved income.” 
 The Mina plant saw even more significant improvements in yield. When the 
plant’s exportable-spec gallons are converted to domestic-grade equivalents, 
the plant experienced a yield improvement from 2.70 to 2.72 gallons per bushel of 
corn year over year—an improvement worth more than $2.8 million annually when 
calculated at $7 corn.
 “We saw significant improvements in both plants even with a crop that had 
significantly lower amounts of starch than previous years,” says Moore. “Our 
operations team had to be on their game to achieve those results.”
 In addition, Mina set an all-time production record for volume of ethanol. The 
plant produced just over 110 million gallons for export markets—a 3-million annual 
gallon increase over prior production records. When converted into domestic-grade 
equivalents, Moore says the plant has surpassed the 113-million-gallon mark. 
 Moore credits much of the improvement to the production staff’s implementation 
and buy-in of a process-based management strategy . “All operational departments 
now measure their daily progress using a ‘scorecard’ management concept,” 
explains Moore. “They’ve identified their key metrics and have developed standards 
that they target every day. If something is out of line, the scorecard immediately tells 
them where to focus their efforts.  It’s a system that is working very well.” 

GLE Active in Export Markets
 For the first time, GLE’s ethanol is finding its way into the Canadian market. 
Canada depends primarily on wheat for ethanol production, but high wheat prices 
have opened up an opportunity to export ethanol from GLE’s Watertown facility into 
our neighbor to the north, says GLE Director of Energy Commodities Bert Magstadt.
 “Wheat prices have been more than $1 higher than corn, and those prices 
simply don’t make economic sense for that country’s ethanol production,” explains 
Magstadt. “Their ethanol plants are slowing or have shut down and they’re willing 
to pay more for our ethanol.” That premium, he explains, means GLE can afford to 
pay the extra fees involved in exporting to Canada and still come out dollars ahead. 
“Canada is only 300 miles from Watertown, but to my knowledge this is the first time 
we’ve gone into Canada with product,” says Magstadt.
 The Canadian market, says Magstadt, is a bright spot in an otherwise sluggish 
export environment, although GLE has also been exporting gallons into Europe, 
Mexico, and Peru. In the past two years, GLE’s ethanol product has found its way 
to at least nine additional countries: Brazil, Nigeria, United Kingdom, Netherlands, 
Germany, Finland, Sweden, India, and the Philippines. Also, GLE’s dried distiller 
grain (DDG) product has ended up in 11 countries: Canada, Mexico, Ireland, Spain, 
Morocco, Turkey, China, Japan, South Korea, Vietnam, and Taiwan.
 In terms of the domestic ethanol market, Magstadt says sales have slowed due 
to a large amount of Brazilian ethanol finding its way into the U.S. He explains that 
the Environmental Protection Agency’s RFS (Renewable Fuel Standard) requires that 
a certain percentage of the gallons sold as fuel in the U.S. market must be blended 
with an “advanced” fuel—a fuel with a lower greenhouse gas number. Brazil’s 
sugar cane ethanol qualifies as an “advanced” fuel; corn ethanol does not. “We’re 
anticipating that around 500 million gallons of Brazilian sugar cane ethanol will come 
into the U.S. by the end of the year, contributing to the poor margins we’re experiencing 
right now,” says Magstadt.

iView for You
Did you know you can access your GLE commodity 
accounts any time, day or night? With iView, an online 
service for our customers and patrons, you can now 
access your GLE account to view your corn contracts 
and scale tickets, 24 hours a day. You can register for 
the secure service at www.glaciallakesenergy.com. 
Just click on the iView tab on the right.

 E15: The Saga Continues
Guest Columnist:  Ron Lamberty,
American Coalition for Ethanol, Senior Vice President

 With the summer low Reid Vaper Pressure (RVP) season behind us, many ethanol supporters expected to see widespread use of E15 starting 
in mid September.  Instead, we have a smattering of E15 availability, and as we speak to petroleum marketers, it becomes clear the ethanol 
opponents’ efforts to drown potential E15 marketers in a sea of governmental red tape and regulation, and to strike fear into the hearts of any 

retailers who might consider E15, has been incredibly successful.
 The “red-tape” part had an almost comical addition this summer, when a petroleum industry representative pointed out that if a customer bought one gallon of E10 
from the same hose used by someone who had just had purchased E15, the fuel left in the hose from the E15 purchase (1/10th to 3/10ths of a gallon, depending on the 
style of dispenser) would make the resulting gallon an illegal fuel for some people to use, since it would be too high in ethanol content.
 The number of times that exact chain of events would play out nationwide – a one or two gallon purchase immediately following an E15 purchase, then used in an 
engine that is not approved for E15 use - coupled with the fact that EPA doesn’t traditionally sample boats, motorcycles, lawn mowers and old cars, should have caused 
EPA to tell the Big Oil representative to “move on.” Instead, EPA now requires E15 to be sold from a separate hose, or if it shares a hose, the hose must carry a label that 
tells motorists that a minimum 4 gallons purchase is required at that pump. That label was a big victory for anti-E15 forces, and the ethanol opposition’s PR teams hyped 
like crazy.
 E15 retailers also have to register and agree to a testing protocol in order to be “legal” to sell E15 to 2001 and newer cars and trucks. Petroleum marketer groups make 
that sound like a daunting process, and they usually invoke the spectre of big government intrusion to frighten retailers from adding E15, but manufactured fear (extra 
mongers, no waiting!) of vaguely defined “liability,” is still the most effective tool ethanol opponents have used to paralyze station owners and convince them not to even 
try E15. 
 The E15 “ghost stories” took a hit in October, however, when Oil Express – a publication widely read by petroleum marketers – reported that a GM spokesperson 
confirmed “GM’s 2012 and 2013 model-year vehicles can use gasoline blends with up to 15% ethanol,” and that “Ford made the decision late last year to allow owners of 
2013 vehicles to use E15 and will allow the fuel in vehicles as old as model year 2010.”
 Although it is far from an endorsement of EPA’s approval of 2001 and newer cars and trucks, it has given pause to a few marketers. Do they want to be the one to 
supply these new cars, or do I concede that market to my competition?”  Nothing changes a retailer’s attitude like a competitor’s site full of cars, buying something they 
don’t sell.  

Stop by and visit the GLE Booth
at these upcoming tradeshows:

November 28-29, 2012
South Dakota Cattleman’s Association Convention & Trade Show at the 

Crossroads Convention Center in Huron, SD

January 20-22, 2013
North Dakota Grain Convention at the Holiday Inn in Fargo, ND

January 24-February 3, 2013
Black Hills Stock Show & Rodeo at the Best Western

Ramkota in Rapid City, SD

February 5-9, 2013
Watertown Winter Farm Show at the Codington County

Extension Complex in Watertown, SD



he kept tabs on nuclear missiles. Magstadt said it couldn’t be a better background 
for someone charged with making certain GLE has just the right amount of rail cars 
each week to haul out the company’s ethanol and DDG. 
 That can be a challenge, says Magstadt, especially when weather events like 
blizzards can cause delays in the flow of cars into or out of GLE. McDonald’s job 
requires attention to detail, he adds. There’s a large amount of paperwork involved 
and making certain that the many regulations involved in hauling ethanol by rail are 
followed. “The logistics portion of this job is like a deer whistle on a car,” explains 
Magstadt. “No one knows when it’s working, but they certainly know when it doesn’t. 
Greg does a great job with it.”
 In total, Magstadt says the responsibilities of the Energy Commodities and 
Logistics Department is pretty straightforward. “We are charged with finding the 
best market for our product, making sure that it complies with specifications and 
getting it physically moved to where it needs to go in an appropriate time frame to 
meet our customers’ needs,” says Magstadt. “That’s our challenge in a nutshell.”

GLE Donates Rescue Equipment
 Glacial Lakes Energy recently donated equipment to the Ipswich Volunteer Fire 
Department that will assist them when responding to grain bin emergencies.  Pete 
Bullene, GLE’s Environmental Health and Safety Manager, stated that GLE has donated 
two sets of complete rappelling gear, including harnesses, ropes, and lanyards that 
can be used to help extricate a person trapped in a bin or to help remove someone 
injured on top of a bin. 
 “GLE donated a grain bin tube to the fire department a year or so ago,” explains 
Bullene. “This additional equipment will enhance their abilities to rescue in an 
emergency situation.” Ipswich would be one of the units called upon to respond to 
emergencies at GLE’s Mina facility. However, explains Bullene, the donated equipment 
is available for responses to emergencies at other businesses or farms, as well. “It’s 
one more way we can give something back to the communities where our employees, 
customers, and business partners live,” says Bullene.

Distiller Feed Demand is Robust
 “The distiller grain side of our business has been a bright spot at GLE,” says Director 
of Grain Commodities Roger Hansen, explaining that the drought has pushed demand for 
the feed. In fact, says Hansen, the strong demand for the modified feed product prompted 
GLE to recently expand the concrete pad in Watertown to accommodate production and 
storage of additional product. 
 GLE’s goal, says Hansen, is to sell 23,000 tons of modified distillers locally per month 
combined (Watertown and Mina)—an increase of about 2,000 pounds per month. “We’re 
trying to make more product available to our local producers,” he says, adding that 
in order to meet that goal, GLE will need the cooperation of customers in scheduling 
product pickup. “We’ll have to schedule about 900 tons for pickup on Saturdays and 
Sundays,” says Hansen. “That means we need to have some customers willing to pick 
up product on the weekends.” Customers who would like to discuss weekend pickup 
are encouraged to contact GLE. Due to the demand for distiller grain, GLE is also 
requiring loads to be picked up on schedule. In order to be able to keep product moving, 
a customer’s load will be canceled if not picked up on time. 
 In addition to modified and dry distiller feed, GLE will maintain a good supply of feed 
syrup over the winter months. 
 While striving to meet local demand for distiller feed products, GLE continues to 
reach out to the export market as well. Hansen said GLE recently hosted tours at its 
Mina facility for representatives from China and Japan. “The tours are important,” says 
Hansen. “When potential export customers see and realize the emphasis we place on 
quality, they are impressed and this has resulted in additional sales. We have received a 
premium due to the high quality of our product.” 
 For more information on GLE’s distiller products or to schedule pick-ups, call Rich Zeller 
or Kathy Geffre in Watertown at 605-882-8480 or Allesha Gellhaus in Mina at 605-225-9900.

                 New Holland and Growth
                 Energy Partner for Ethanol
 Under a new partnership between farm and construction equipment manufacturer New 
Holland Agriculture and the ethanol industry’s trade group Growth Energy, GLE members can 
now qualify for discounts on farm equipment while supporting American Ethanol™. New 
Holland is providing preferred customer pricing on its full range of equipment through its 
new American Ethanol Producers Club Program. At the same time, New Holland will make a 
financial investment to Growth Energy each time a GLE member purchases a qualifying piece 
of New Holland equipment through the program.
 Growth Energy serves as a leading voice for the ethanol industry and represents 79 
producer plants including Glacial Lakes Energy. Fueled by the desire to reduce America’s 
dependence on foreign oil, the organization strives to raise broad public awareness of the 
opportunity home-grown ethanol offers. New Holland has formed an industry-exclusive 
partnership with Growth Energy to help support the American ethanol industry.
 Pat Hurkes, owner of Hurkes Implement in Watertown and a New Holland Dealer, says 
his business is pleased to partner with and promote the ethanol industry and encourages 
everyone to stop and visit with the boys at Hurkes for details!
 Vist with the New Holland dealer in your area for more information on the program. 

GLCP Annual Meeting Set for January 2013
 GLCP members, can circle Saturday, January 12, 2013 on their calendar to mark the 
Glacial Lakes Corn Processors (GLCP) annual shareholder meeting at the Codington County 
Extension Complex in Watertown. The meeting will include a review of the cooperative’s 
financials, board elections, and other important business.
 Members will also have an opportunity to hear Dave Vander Griend speaking about 
Urban Air Initiative.   Urban Air Initiative is a group of concerned citizens, non-profit groups, 
agriculture organizations, businesses of all types, and other stakeholders determined to 
reduce the threat to public health posed by our use of petroleum-based fuels.  
 Vander Griend is the President and CEO of ICM, Inc., a Colwich, KS company that 
designs, builds, and supports ethanol plants. ICM was the company that designed GLE’s 
Watertown and Mina facilities. ICM was also instrumental in forming the Urban Air Initiative 
with Fagen, Inc., the Granite Falls, MN-based company that built the Watertown plant. 

Is a GLCP Board Seat in Your Future?
 Each year, one-third of the thirteen GLCP board seats are up for re-election. This year 
four director seats will be open for election.  Board members Terry Little (District 1) and 
Leland Roe (District 2) have both reached their term limits and their seats will be open/
vacant.  In addition, Mark Schmidt (District 3) and Craig Johnson (District 3) are up for 
election and both are eligible to seek another term if they desire.
 Any GLCP member who meets the basic established criteria is eligible to run 
for an open seat in their district. Those districts are determined by population and 
geography of members. To determine which district you belong to, go to the GLE 
website at www.glaciallakesenegy.com  and click on “Investing in GLE” and then 
“Member Information.”  A link to the Membership District is on the left-hand side.
 GLCP members will receive a special mailing with information on the nomination and 
election process. At that time, any member interested in running for the board of directors 
can come to the Watertown or Mina office to receive a petition.  For those interested in 
running for a board seat are encouraged to contact an existing board member or Marcy 
Kohl, Manager of Corporate Administration, (605) 882-8480 to answer questions about 
director responsibilities, time commitments required, or the nomination and election 
process.

Deferred Payment Contracts Available
 To provide our producer customers with contracts that meet their individual needs, GLE 
is offering a variety of contracting options this harvest season.  Roger Hansen, Director of 
Grain Commodities, says the options provide members flexibility when marketing their corn. 
Deferred payment contracts include:

 Price-later contract with $0.04/bushel/month storage charge. This contract requires  
  corn to be priced by April 15, 2013.

 “Windows” price-later contract offers three pricing options with no storage charge.

 To discuss the various contract options and which might best suit your operation’s needs, 
call the Commodities Team in Watertown at 605-882-8480 or in Mina at 605-225-9900.

Harvest Report: 
Better-Than-Expected Yields
 With concerns about the drought and how it would impact corn yields, GLE’s 
Director of Grain Commodities Roger Hansen says corn yields in a major portion of 
GLE’s corn procurement territory has been a pleasant surprise.  “We’ve been seeing 
and hearing better-than-expected yields,” says Hansen. 
 Purchasing that corn at levels leaving room for profitable margins, says Hansen, 
will become a challenge with what’s been termed the beginning of a “corn war.” 
“Because of the large area of the country impacted by drought this year, there is 
an immense need for corn in the eastern and southern part of the U.S.,” explains 
Hansen. “Railroads have lowered their rates to help move corn out of the Dakotas and 
Minnesota. In terms of pricing, that’s good news for our area farmers, but certainly this 
will drive up our costs and negatively impact our margins.” 
 Hansen says several steps GLE took in past years such as the two remote corn 
receiving dump sites near Miller and Langford will be critical in a year such as this 
one.  “In addition, this year we’ve also focused on alleviating line wait times at both 
our Watertown and Mina plants,” says Hansen.  While harvest is expected to wrap up 
earlier than normal this year due to the dry conditions, Hansen encourages members 
to continue to check GLE’s website at www.glaciallakesenergy.com for harvest 
information.  Members can also sign up on the website to receive updates such as 
harvest hours by text message or via email.

GLE Stays on Schedule 
with Capital Projects 

Oil separation centrifuges from Italy 
arrived at the Mina plant in early October. 
The centrifuges are complete, and the 
Mina plant is producting corn oil, which 
is providing an additional revenue stream 
for GLE. The project, says Director of 

Operations Frank Moore, was on schedule and under budget. 
 In addition, Moore says GLE has recently installed denaturant equipment at the 
Mina facility. “This will allow us to rapidly and economically transfer back and forth 
between exportable and domestic ethanol production,” says Moore. Other capital 
projects included installation of an improved DDGS loading system at both facilities 
that allows additional product to be loaded into rail cars. “We’ve been able to get an 
additional two to three tons of DDGS in each car with this new equipment with lower 
manpower requirements,” says Moore, explaining that the investment should be paid 
back in a matter of months. 
 To accommodate GLE’s growth in the modified distillers’ market, the company 
also recently expanded the loading area at the Watertown facility. “We expanded our 
modified distillers’ grain storage in Watertown by lowering the elevation of the floor 
and removing some walls, providing an additional 45% storage capacity,” says Moore. 
 During the September maintenance shutdown in Watertown, Moore says GLE 
replaced the internals of the facility’s beer column, an investment of approximately 
$150,000. “This significantly de-bottlenecked the Watertown plant and will allow us to 
target even higher production rates,” says Moore.

Department Spotlight: Energy 
Commodities and Logistics
Editor’s note: GLE associates work together as a team serving our 
shareholders/customers. Each department plays a crucial role in GLE’s 
goal of producing value-added quality products at a profit. In this issue, 
we focus on the Energy Commodities and Logistics Department.

 When GLE’s ethanol is ready to be sold and shipped by rail to reach customers 
in or outside of the U.S., the company turns to its Energy Commodities and Logistics 
Department. This department is responsible for marketing millions of gallons of 
ethanol each year, overseeing the various public utilities that keep the plants 
running, and coordinating approximately 200 rail cars each week that come into and 
out of the plants in Watertown and Mina. It’s a broad range of tasks handled by a 
two-person staff comprised of Director of Energy Commodities Bert Magstadt and 
Logistics Coordinator Greg McDonald.
 Magstadt, who is in his seventh year at GLE, oversees the department.  He is 
specifically charged with marketing all of the ethanol produced at GLE and managing 
the relationships with utilities including electricity, water, and natural gas. Not only 
does he work directly with the company’s marketers to find buyers for ethanol, but 
he negotiates and manages contracts for utilities, monitoring rates and costs and 
hedging natural gas when necessary. 
 Magstadt’s job requires staying on top of the markets and building a relationship 
with the marketers who find homes for GLE’s ethanol. “You have to be aware of 
what’s happening everyday in the markets,” says Magstadt, who came to GLE 
with an engineering degree and years of experience in the utility field. “And it’s not 
just what’s happening with ethanol, but also the entire petroleum sector, including 
oil, gas, and natural gas.  And to some extent the general economic conditions 
throughout the world”
 McDonald joined the GLE team in late 2010 after a career in the Air Force where 

Director of Energy Commodities
Bert Magstadt (standing) &

Logistics Coordinator
Greg McDonald

GLCP Records 4th Quarter Loss

 Glacial Lakes Corn Processors’ (GLCP) consolidated financial results for the fourth 
quarter of its 2012 fiscal year show the impact of prolonged compressed margins as 
market supply continued to outpace market demand and the overseas export market 
evaporated.  Additionally, unrealized hedging losses related to new crop corn contracts 
were recognized when the corn market sky-rocketed during the months of June and July.
 As a result, GLCP recorded a $21.0 million loss for the quarter and a net loss of $11.0 
million for the fiscal year ending August 31, 2012.  For the fiscal year, GLCP’s earnings 
before interest, taxes, depreciation, and amortization (EBITDA) or cash earnings were a 
positive $21.0 million.
 “GLE employees continue to focus on the things we can control and the volatile market 
isn’t necessarily one of them,” says Todd Richter, Controller and Interim Chief Financial 
Officer. “We are taking steps to improve our revenue streams as well as contain our 
operating and administrative costs.” Richter cites the implementation of corn oil extraction 
as one example of increasing revenue.  The system is expected to be online in October 
2012 at the Mina facility and, based upon current market prices, generate more than $3.0 
million in additional annual revenue.   
 The finance and accounting department has also been diligently monitoring operation 
rates to determine if full scale production or some form of scaled back operation is more 
financially advantageous.  
 One piece of good news is that GLCP continues to pay down its debt taking advantage 
of a new long-term revolver feature which allowed the prepayment of $10.0 million 
(which can be borrowed back if needed). Over the past fiscal year, GLCP has paid down 
approximately $30.0 million in long term debt.  

Financial Report for Three Months Ending
August 31st, 2012

In Millions

Total Assets $227.0 Current Assets  $67.6

Total Liabilities $109.8 Current Liabilities  $32.5

Net Worth $117.2 Working Capital  $34.5
*excluding restricted cash

GLCP Offering Freight on
Double Bushel Commitment
 With the corn supply expected to be tight this coming year, GLCP is offering its annual 
freight incentive on up to twice (2 times) a member’s committed bushels delivered to any 
of GLE’s corn receiving facilities from September 1, 2012 until the end of the fiscal year 
on August 31, 2013. This offer is available on shares owned as of September 1, 2012 to 
August 31, 2013; unfortunately, shares purchased after September 1, 2012  will not be 
eligible.
 Freight incentives are normally paid to members on delivery of corn only up to the 
committed number of bushels. However, Manager of Corporate Administration Marcy 
Kohl stated  the Board of Directors chose to increase the incentive this year as a way to 
draw corn to the company’s receiving facilities due to the widespread drought and what 
is expected to be a fight for bushels. 
 As an example, under this special incentive, if you own 5,000 shares, your corn 
commitment is 2,250 bushels (5,000 shares x .45 bushels). You can receive a freight 
incentive not only on delivery of your 2,250-bushel commitment, but on up to an additional 
2,250 bushels, as well.
 The 2012 – 2013 freight incentive rates did not change from last year and are shown below.
 

 Members can deliver committed bushels to any of GLE’s owned or remote facilities 
including Watertown plant, Mina plant, Rogers Brothers (north of Miller) remote 
site, or Anderson Grain (Langford) remote site and mileage will be paid to that site. If 
you have any questions, contact Marcy Kohl or Jessi Eidson at 605-882-8480 or go to 
glaciallakesenergy.com, click on “Investing in GLE”, then “Member Information” and 
finally “Freight Incentive”

0-10 miles $0.045
11-20 miles $0.065
21-30 miles $0.085
31-40 miles $0.105
41-50 miles $0.125

51-60 miles $0.135
61-70 miles $0.155
71-80 miles $0.175
81-90 miles $0.195
91-100 miles $0.215
101+ miles $0.235

GLCP Stock Update 
Are you interested in buying GLCP stock? 

GLCP shares have been recently trading in the $0.19 to $0.26 price range.  Shares must 
be purchased in increments of 2,500, and a 2,500-share minimum is required to become a 
shareholder. There is no corn commitment the first year, however a corn commitment is 
required the next fiscal year and annually thereafter.  To see GLCP shares listed for sale 
and a matching history, go to www.agstocktrade.com, or call Membership Coordinator 
Jessi Eidson at 605-882-8480 for more information.

GLE Night at Northern
State University

 GLE stakeholders save this date…Saturday, January 19, 2013.  GLE will, once again, 
celebrate a “GLE Night” at Northern State University (NSU) in Aberdeen. The event 
at the Barnett Center on the NSU campus provides an opportunity for stakeholders 
(customers, area producers, and shareholders) to enjoy an evening of NSU Wolves 
basketball while promoting ethanol and GLE’s presence in the Aberdeen area. The 
women’s game will begin at 5:00 pm; the men’s game begins at 7:00 pm.  Watch for 
additional details as the date nears.  Go NSU Wolves!

GLE Honored for National Guard Support
 GLE employee Jon Zirbel loves working for Glacial Lakes Energy and he also loves being 
in the South Dakota Army National Guard.  He appreciates GLE’s support of his National 
Guard commitments enough to nominate GLE for special recognition. 

 On behalf of GLE, Watertown Production Manager Brent Bass accepted the Employer 
Support of the Guard and Reserve (ESGR) award from a representative of the Army National 
Guard. Zirbel, a plant operator at Watertown, has been a member of the 1-147th HHB Field 
Artillery unit based in Watertown for more than three years. He began working for GLE in 
July 2011.
 In addition to frequent Guard training, Zirbel is a member of the military honors funeral 
team, requiring time away from his job more than just his weekend duties. “This award 
program realizes that a company has to give up a lot to employ a National Guard member, 
and it wants to give that employer recognition,” says Zirbel. “Brent received the certificate 
on behalf of GLE, but I wish I could have given my whole work shift team the award. When 
I’m gone for Guard duty, they pick up the slack.”
 Zirbel is a Lake Area Technical Institute Environmental Technology graduate who says 
he enjoys his job at GLE and is striving to be a 20-year member of the National Guard. “GLE’s 
support for me is a big thing,” he says. ESGR is a Department of Defense agency established 
in 1972 to promote cooperation and understanding between Reserve Component Service 
members and their civilian employers.
 CEO Jim Seurer says there’s a direct link between the Guard and Reserve members 
and performance quality.  “From everything I’ve read and witnessed, generally Guard and 
Reserve members are responsible employees who have no difficulty understanding the 
values of teamwork and leadership”, says Seurer.  “And we owe it to them, their families, 
and the American public whom they protect to take care of them and make sure their 
employment is sound.”  

Members of the Ipswich Fire Department practice a mock rescue at GLE Mina.

GLE Mina has installed oil skids which became 
operational in mid October.  Pictured is 

Mina’s first load of corn oil being loaded for 
transportation.

Ethanol 101: Technology 
of Ethanol Production 
-Separation and Evaporation

As described in the last issue of this 
newsletter, ethanol made from the 
fermentation of corn is removed by the 
process of distillation. The material 
remaining after ethanol is removed is 
water, yeast, and the components of corn 
that are not fermentable, including protein, 

fiber, fat, vitamins, and minerals. The common name for this liquid stream is “whole stillage”; 
it is the precursor to GLE’s valuable co-products such as DDGS, modified distillers’ grains 
and condensed distillers’ soluble (syrup).
 Whole stillage is transformed into products by the processes of separation and 
evaporation. Since whole stillage contains approximately 12% solids and 88% water, the 
water must be removed and the solids concentrated. The first step in the process is the 
separation of the suspended (large particle) solids from the water and dissolved solids. 
This action is accomplished by passing the whole stillage through high-speed centrifuges. 
Centrifugal force causes the solids to separate and discharge from one end of the unit 
while liquid is discharged from the other. These solids are referred to as distillers’ wet 
grains. They contain 35% solids, and may be sold as-is or mixed with dried grains and 
liquids and sold as modified distillers’ grains. The liquid fraction from the centrifuges is 
called “thin stillage”, and contains approximately 7% solids which are mostly dissolved or 
very small particles.
 While some thin stillage is used to produce modified distillers’ grains, most of it is 
concentrated from 7% solids to almost 40% solids by the process of evaporation. The 
thin stillage is pumped through eight large vessels where waste heat and steam cause 
much of the water to evaporate. The evaporated water is condensed as clear liquid and 
recycled back into the cooking section of the plant. The residual heat is used as energy 
for distillation. After water is removed, the solids take on the consistency of syrup, the 
common name of the product. Its technical name is condensed distillers’ solubles, and it 
may be sold directly as liquid feed or returned to the process as a component of DDGS or 
modified distillers’ grains.

One of 10 centrifuges at the Watertown 
facility that separates the suspended 

(large particle) solids from the water and 
dissolved solids in whole stillage.

You Can Help GLE Qualify for a Grant
 In coordination with the American Coalition for Ethanol (ACE), Glacial Lakes Energy 
has made application for a Value-Added Producer Grant (VAPG) available through the 
USDA. This grant, which can be up to $100,000, provides economic assistance to producer-
owned cooperatives such as GLE. According to Marcy Kohl, Manager of Corporate 
Administration, if GLE receives the grant, the dollars will be utilized for programs including 
promotion of blender pumps through “Yellow Dime Days” and promotion of E15. 
 Value-Added Producers Grants are awarded on a competitive basis, says Kohl. To meet 
application requirements, GLE must verify that at least 51% of its members are actively 
engaged in farming and as well as U.S. citizens. To help GLE meet that requirement, members 
were mailed a short survey form in September to fill out and return. Information on the form will 
remain confidential and used only for the grant applications and internal use, says Kohl. If you 
have not yet filled out and mailed in the form, please do so as soon as possible. If you lost the 
form, please contact the GLE office at 605-882-8480 and we send out another one.

GLCP’s Co-op Status Requires
Delivery Commitment and Pool Fee
 Glacial Lakes Corn Processors (GLCP), the parent company of Glacial Lakes Energy 
Watertown and Mina, is proud to be organized as a South Dakota cooperative. To qualify as 
pass-through cooperative for taxation purposes in the eyes of the IRS, GLCP is required to 
follow specific rules and regulations including one that links the operation to patronization 
by its members. GLCP shareholder/investors patronage their coop through the annual “corn 
call” or delivery commitment. Marcy Kohl, Manager of Corporate Administration stated, “we 
are required to set the corn delivery commitment at an amount high enough to ensure that 
we procure enough corn to match our annual ethanol production of approximately 230 million 
gallons of ethanol.”
 Kohl further explains that GLCP bylaws require the Board of Directors to establish the 
corn commitment annually and for fiscal year 2013, which is for the period from September 
1, 2012, to August 31, 2013, this has been set at 0.45 bushel per share owned. For example, a 
shareholder who owns 5,000 shares of GLCP stock would have a 2012-2013 corn commitment 
of 2,250 bushels (5,000 x 0.45). 
 “We realize that not all of our members have corn or are producers,” says Kohl. “In these 
instances GLCP is allowed to buy the corn on behalf of members to fulfill their commitment and 
then charge a pool fee.”  The pool fee will remain at a very reasonable level of $0.01 per bushel 
of corn committed but not delivered. That means that if you own 5,000 shares and are unable to 
deliver your 2,250 bushel commitment, your cost to use the pool system is $22.50 (2,250 x $0.01).
 While the corn commitment remains the same in Fiscal 2013, there are times the fees 
have been increased, due primarily to increasing plant efficiencies that enable GLE to grind 
more corn to produce additional gallons of ethanol. “As long as GLCP is a cooperative, we will 
always have a corn commitment,” says Kohl. “It is a requirement that we must follow as a pass-
through cooperative for taxation purposes.” 






